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What are corpora & what can they 
tell us?

✤ A principled collection of texts (spoken or written), stored on 
computer, which can be analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively 
with the help of analytical software.

✤ Representative of whatever the corpus is designed to show:

e.g. Corpus of classroom language would need to capture design variables such as 
student age & gender, location, level, class size, teacher characteristics (gender, 
qualifications, experience, nationality), etc. Size?



What are corpora & what can they 
tell us?

✤ Synchronic corpora ~ show what a target language is like at a given 
time (usually present)

✤ Diachronic corpora ~ show how a target language changes through 
time (historical linguistics)



Wordlists & word frequency

Top 40 most frequent words:
5m written 

Top 40 most frequent words:
5m spoken 



Wordlists & word frequency

✤ Written corpus: 

(a) a & the = high incidence of noun phrases

(b) of = post-modified noun phrases (The house of his aunt)

(c) that = subordinator (X reports that...; It is claimed that...)                                                                 
that = relative pronoun (The house that Jack built)

(d) to, for, in = prepositional phrases (They drove to Scotland for a few days)

✤ Spoken corpus: 

(a) Markers of interactivity: I, you, yeah, know, mm, right, er, laughs



Wordlists & word frequency

✤ Compleat Lexical Tutor ‘Vocabprofile’ tool allows teachers to get a 
frequency breakdown for words in a target text, based on BNC’s 1,000 - 
20,000 word frequency levels

✤ Engineering journal article vs. Graded reader (Intermediate)



Vocabprofile tool: word frequency 
breakdown

Journal article Graded Reader



Word-cluster frequency



Sinclair’s ‘idiom principle’ vs. 
‘open choice principle’

✤ The production of texts involves alternation between word-for-word 
combinations (open choice principle) & pre-constructed, multi-word 
combinations  (idiom principle).

✤ A large amount of language (~50%) is prefabricated

✤ (Chunks larger than 6 or 7 rare)

(Erman & Warren, 2009)



Concordance lines (Key Word in 
Context - KWIC)

Node

(BNC academic sub-corpus)



Concordance lines

✤ Read from the key word (node) outwards, rather than from left to 
right

✤ Identify the central group of words which form a phrase or can stand 
alone

✤ Sorting alphabetically left or right of the node facilitates identification 
of common lexico-grammatical patterns in the concordance lines



Concordance lines: Adjectives 
commonly used with evidence

Type/Quality Quantity Time sequence

conclusive enough present

experimental some recent

scientific little

clear no

available



Collocation & colligation patterns

✤ Lexical items may be primed to co-occur with other words 
(collocation), e.g. lean + meat:

✤ Lexical items may be primed to co-occur with a grammar words 
(colligation), e.g. possesive adj. + true feelings:



Collocation & colligation patterns

(BNC fiction sub-corpus: common collocates of ???)

Blonde



Part of speech (POS)-tagging

CLAWS POS-tagging for a journal article:
NN1 = singular common noun

IO = of (as preposition)
JJ = general adjective



Key words (e.g. WordSmith)

✤ Compares a target corpus with a (larger) reference corpus to identify 
unusually frequent words

✤ Usually identifies ‘what a text is about’:



Dispersion

✤ Visual insights into where key words crop up in a text (WordSmith):



Type/token ratios

✤ A measure of the lexical variety (or vocabulary load) in a text

✤ TTR = number types/number tokens x 100

✤ TTRs for speech (~ 50%) tend to be lower than those for writing          
(~ 70%) because of limited processing time



Semantic prosody

✤ The way in which seemingly neutral words can take on positive or 
negative associations through frequent co-occurrence with particular 
collocations (BYU-BNC):

Cause Provide



Semantic prosody: wave

BNC: Fiction sub-corpus BNC: Newspaper sub-corpus



Corpora accessible (free) online

✤ British National Corpus (BNC): 100 million words of spoken (10%) & written (90%) language, representing a wide cross-section of 
20th century British English

http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/ or *http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/ 

✤ Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA): 450 million word million words of spoken (21%) & written (79%) language, 
representing a wide cross-section of contemporary American English 

http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/

✤ Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English (MICASE): 1.8 million words of academic speech, recorded at University of 
Michigan

http://quod.lib.umich.edu/m/micase/

✤ Hong Kong Engineering Corpus (HKEC): 9.2 million words of (mostly written) English from the engineering sector in Hong 
Kong

http://rcpce.engl.polyu.edu.hk/HKEC/

✤ Compleat Lexical Tutor: Provides a variety of corpus analysis tools for learners, researchers & teachers, using BNC, COCA & 
Brown corpora, or user’s own text files

http://www.lextutor.ca/

http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk
http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk
http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/
http://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/
http://www.lextutor.ca
http://www.lextutor.ca


Exploring the BYU corpora



Approaches to corpus-informed 
language learning

✤ Indirect approaches: Use corpora to inform materials design & ensure 
that language models presented are  both naturalistic & pedagogically 
useful

✤ Direct approaches: Use corpora in the classroom & allow teachers & 
learners to discover language patterns for themselves



Indirect approaches

✤ “[The ELT profession] has been rather slow to incorporate corpus 
methods into its working practices. It is still the case that the majority 
of ELT materials-writers rely on a combination of their own intuitions 
and teaching experience, and a well-established canon of apparently 
self-evident 'facts' about the language which have, more or less, the 
status of tradition.”  (Rundell 1996)



Burton (2012), Corpora 7.1

✤ Questionnaire: only 8 out of 13 professional textbook writers had ever 
used corpora to inform their materials design (extent not reported)

✤ Decision to query corpora came from authors themselves, rather than 
publishers

✤ Reasons cited for not referring to corpora: lack of: (a) expertise; (b) 
access; or (c) time

(Burton, G. (2012). ‘Corpora and coursebooks: destined to be strangers forever?’ Corpora 7.1, 91-108)



Direct approaches

✤ Widening gap between corpus-linguistics research and classroom 
teaching (Römer 2006; McCarthy 2008; Zhang 2008; Aijmer 2009). 

✤ This is despite the recognized pedagogic value of ‘data driven 
learning’ (DDL) (e.g. Johns 1991):

(i) Encourages learners to discover language patterns for themselves 
(inductively) => greater cognitive processing/deeper learning

(ii) More learner-centred, allowing learners to focus on items that best fit 
their particular stage of interlanguage development

(iii) Allows learners to notice language patterns omitted from textbooks 
or reference books (too complicated or overlooked?)



Reasons for poor take-up of DDL?

✤ Lack of technical resources or corpus analysis tools (use paper-based 
worksheets instead?)

✤ Time-consuming nature of inductive learning

✤ Destroys learners’ world of clear cut grammatical rules

✤ Unfamiliar terminology (parsing, tagging, type-token ratios, etc.)

✤ Unpredictability engendered by DDL approach



Example of DDL: Exploring 
Academic English 



Example of DDL: Exploring 
Academic English 

✤ Innovative concordance-based workbook for use in EAP classes or for 
independent learning (see Thurstun & Candlin 1998)

✤ Deals with 6 important rhetorical functions in EAP: (a) stating the 
topic; (b) referring to the literature; (c) reporting others’ research; (d) 
discussing processes; (e) hedging; (f) drawing conclusions

✤ 3 or 4 high frequency words identified from each rhetorical category 
(indirect approach) & concordance lines analysed by students (direct 
approach)



Example of DDL: Exploring 
Academic English 

✤ 4 stages in each unit: 

(i) ‘Look’ stage: concordance lines presented (right-sorted)

(ii) ‘Familiarise’ stage: identification of lexico-grammatical patterns 
around key words

(iii) ‘Practice’ stage: gap-fill & matching exercises

(iv) ‘Create’ stage: students practice using key words in own texts



Exploring Academic English: 
according to...

✤ Try the DDL tasks for the target phrase, according to

✤ Compare the workbook tasks with the information available for 
according to online (with the BYU-corpora)

✤ Can you see any advantages or disadvantages for choosing paper-
based vs. web-based modes of learning in the classroom?



Using online corpora to develop 
students’ writing skills (Gilmore 2009)

Online corpora



Can online corpora help learners 
in the re-drafting process?
✤ 45 2nd year students in compulsory academic writing class

✤ 1st draft of factual report on the topic of ‘obsession’

✤ Problem areas in essays highlighted by teacher

✤ 30-minute training session on using online corpora

✤ Students (in pairs) evaluated mistakes in 1st drafts using BNC & COBUILD corpora

✤ Redrafting completed out of class

✤ 1st & 2nd drafts assessed for naturalness (blind rated by 2 NS teachers)

✤ Students commented on usefulness of online corpora



Training session

✤ Typical student errors analysed using online corpora:

(i) Since then, he started to go.

(ii)... but we cannot make it worth.

(iii) My confidence changed.

(iv) X died for a car accident.



Blind rating of students’ writing



Results

✤ Total number modifications 1st => 2nd draft = 350 (Range 1-17 per 
essay)

✤ Improved = 67.3%

✤ No difference = 27.4%

✤ Worse = 5.3%



Example modifications



Student feedback

✤ Were online corpora useful for redrafting your essays?

✤ Yes = 95%

 “ I think it is very useful for me because I can know the native 
speaker’s sentences. In my dictionary there are many sentences but 
they are not natural sentences”.

✤ No = 5%

“If I don’t know what I should type, I can’t find out”.

“Corpus is not useful for me because it is complicated”.



Conclusion

✤ Corpora and corpus analysis tools can make a valuable contribution 
to EAP classes

✤ Online access and functionality has improved considerably in recent 
years

✤ Challenges exist but can be overcome with adequate training & 
motivation



Thank you!

ありがとうございました
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